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Singapore's Aircraft Flight Simulators reach new heights with Lido 

FMS  

 

− Aviation Safety and Training Singapore integrates Lido FMS into their aircraft flight 

simulators 

− Lido FMS provides high quality, complete, certified aeronautical data with worldwide 

coverage 

− The advantages of Lido FMS can now be used in a simulated setting to improve the 

training and preparation of pilots 

 

Raunheim, 15th August 2023. Lufthansa Systems announced that Aviation Safety and 

Training Singapore Pte. Ltd., a high-technology based training solutions provider and the 

international headquarters of HAITE Group, has signed a contract to use Lufthansa Systems’ 

Lido Flight Management System (FMS) NavDB Service as the aeronautical data solution for 

one of their advanced aircraft flight simulators. 

 

Lido FMS is a reliable and accurate flight management system that has been widely adopted 

by pilots and airlines worldwide. The system provides pilots with ongoing access to relevant 

flight information, empowering them to make well-informed decisions. With Lido FMS, pilots 

gain access to certified aeronautical data with worldwide coverage, which improves their 

flying experience and increases flight safety. 

 

By incorporating Lido FMS into their flight simulator, Aviation Safety and Training Singapore 

provides its users with the advantages of this reliable navigation tool in a simulated setting to 

improve their training and preparation. Their simulators for pilot training have a positive 

impact in the preparation of pilots for future roles in commercial airlines.  

 

“The closer a pilot’s training is to flying an actual aircraft, the better the pilot will be prepared 

for every eventuality. That is why we strive to constantly enhance our simulators. With 

Lufthansa Systems’ Lido FMS, we can now provide our pilots in training with precise in-flight 

navigation data, which is fundamental for flight safety,’” said Peter Zhao, General Manager 

from Aviation Safety and Training Singapore.  

 

“We thank HAITE Singapore for selecting our Lido FMS services, and we look forward to 

supporting their Singapore operations and other areas in this new partnership,” said David 

Parrish, Vice President of Sales Southeast Asia and China from Lufthansa Systems Asia 

Pacific. 
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About Aviation Safety and Training Singapore 
Aviation Safety and Training Singapore is a high-technology based training solutions provider and the 
international headquarters of HAITE Group. HAITE Singapore is a company that specializes in 
providing high-quality aviation training services, eLearning content development, software 
customisation, and software products for commercial aircraft pilots and aircrew training. 
 
About Lufthansa Systems 
Lufthansa Systems GmbH & Co. KG is a leading airline IT provider determined to shape the future 
of digital aviation. It draws its unique strengths from its ability to combine profound industry know-
how with forward-looking technological expertise and has lived by its slogan “We’re into IT” for 
more than 25 years. A wholly-owned subsidiary of the Lufthansa Group, the company offers its 
more than 350 customers an extensive range of successful IT products and services for the 
aviation industry, many of which are market leaders. Lufthansa Systems’ pioneering portfolio 
covers all of an airline’s business processes – in the flight deck, in the cabin and on the ground. 
As a tech company and airline IT provider, Lufthansa Systems is committed to identifying its own 
environmental footprint and improving that of its airline customers across the globe. 
Headquartered in Raunheim near Frankfurt/Main, Germany, Lufthansa Systems employs around 
2,800 people at its locations in 16 countries. 
 
www.lhsystems.com 
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